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A duality for finite t-modules
(Yuichiro Taguchi )
The duality mentioned in the title is the $F_{q}[t]$ -analogue of the Cartier duality,
replacing the multiplicative group $G_{m}$ by the Carlitz module $C$ . Finite t-modules
are, roughly, finite locally free group schemes which are $F_{q}[t]$ -submodules of abelian
t-modules ([1]) with scalar t-action on their tangent spaces. The duality is
expected to play a fundamental role in the theory of Drinfeld motives. Throughout
the article, $\mathcal{O}_{S}$ denotes the structure sheaf of a scheme $S$ .
1. Definitions
Let $A$ be any commutatie ring. For an A-scheme $S$ , we denote by $\alpha$ : $Aarrow$
$\Gamma(S, \mathcal{O}_{S})$ the structure morphism.
DEFINITION. An A-module scheme over an A-scheme $S$ is a pair $(G, \Psi)$ consist-
ing of a commutative group scheme $G$ over $S$ and a ring homomorphism $\Psi$ : $Aarrow$
$End(G/S)$ ; $a\vdasharrow\Psi_{a}$ such that, for each $a\in A,$ $\Psi_{a}$ induces multiplication by $\alpha(a)$
on the $\mathcal{O}_{S}$ -module Lie$(G/S)$ .
EXAMPLE. A vector bundle $G$ on $S$ can be naturally regarded as a $\Gamma(S, \mathcal{O}_{S})-$
module scheme. We shall mean by a vector group scheme such a $\Gamma(S, \mathcal{O}_{S})$ -module
scheme.
Now we define several “modules” and usheaves ( $Mi$ and Si for $i=1,2,3$ below
$)$ . The morphisms are defined naturally for them (though we omit the definition).
Each “modules” and “sheaves”, for $i=1,2,3$ , are in anti-equivalence of categories.
First, let $A=F_{q}$ , and let $S$ be an $F_{q}$ -scheme. For an $F_{q}$ -module scheme $(G,\Psi)$
over $S$ , set $\mathcal{E}_{G}$ $:=\underline{Hom}_{F_{q},S}(G,G_{a})$ . ( $\underline{Hom}_{F_{q},S}$ denotes the Zariski sheaf on $S$ of
$F_{q}$ -linear homomorphisms. )
DEFINITION Ml. An $F_{q}$ -module scheme $(G, \Psi)$ over $S$ is caUed a finite $\varphi$ -module
if $\mathcal{O}_{G}$ and $\mathcal{E}_{G}$ are locaUy free of finite rank over $\mathcal{O}_{S}$ with rank $\mathcal{O}_{G}=q^{rank\mathcal{E}_{G}}$ , and
$\mathcal{E}_{G}$ generates the $\mathcal{O}_{S}$ -algebra $\mathcal{O}_{G}$ .
DEFINITION Sl. (Drinfeld [2], \S 2) A $\varphi$ -sheaf is a pair $(\mathcal{E},\varphi)$ consisting of a
locally free $\mathcal{O}_{S}$ -module $\mathcal{E}$ on $S$ of finite rank and an $\mathcal{O}_{S}$ -module homomorphism
$\varphi$ : $\mathcal{E}^{(q)}arrow \mathcal{E}$ . (Here $\mathcal{E}^{(q)}$ denotes the base extension of $\mathcal{E}$ by the q-th power map
$\mathcal{O}_{S}arrow \mathcal{O}_{S}$ . )
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In the rest, $A$ is the polynomial ring $F_{q}[t]$ in one variable $t$ over $F_{q}$ , and $S$ is
an A-scheme. Set $\theta$ $:=\alpha(t)$ , the image of $t$ in $\mathcal{O}_{S}$ .
DEFINITION M2. A finite t-module $(G, \Psi)$ over $S$ is an A-module scheme over
$S$ such that
(1) $G$ is killed by some $a\in A-F_{\mathfrak{g}}$ ; and
(2) $(G, \Psi|_{\Gamma_{q}})$ is a finite $\varphi$ -module over $S$ .
DEFINITION S2. A t-sheaf $(\mathcal{E},\varphi,\psi_{t})$ on $S$ is the pair of a $\varphi$ -sheaf $(\mathcal{E},\varphi)$ and
an endomorphism $\psi_{t}$ of $(\mathcal{E}, \varphi)$ which induces multiplication by $\theta$ on $Coker(\varphi)$ . $($
RecaU that $Coker(\varphi)$ is canonicaily isomorphic to $Lie^{*}Gr(\mathcal{E},\varphi)$ ([2], Proposition
2.1, 2)). )
We note here that a finite $\varphi$ -module $G$ can be canonically embedded into a
vector group scheme $E_{G}$ $:=Spec(Sym_{\dot{O}_{S}}\mathcal{E}_{G})$ .
DEFINITION M3. A finite v-module $(G,\Psi, V)$ over $S$ is a finite t-module scheme
$(G, \Psi)$ over $S$ together with a morphism $V$ : $E_{G}^{(q)}arrow E_{G}$ of $F_{q}$ -module schemes
such that $\Psi_{t}=(\theta+VoF_{E_{G}})|_{G}$ . (Here $\theta$ means multiplication by $\theta=\alpha(t)\in$
$\Gamma(S, \mathcal{O}s)$ on $E_{G}$ , and $F_{E_{G}}$ is the Frobenius morphism of $E_{G}$ . )
DEFINITION S3. A $v$ -sheaf $(\mathcal{E},\varphi, v)$ on $S$ is the pair of a $\varphi$ -sheaf $(\mathcal{E},\varphi)$ on $S$ and
an $\mathcal{O}_{S}$ -module homomorphism $v$ : $\mathcal{E}arrow \mathcal{E}^{(q)}$ such that $(\mathcal{E}, \varphi,\psi_{t})$ with $\psi_{t}$ $:=\theta+\varphi ov$
is a t-sheaf on S. (Here $\theta$ means multiplication by $\theta$ on $\mathcal{E}$ . )
EXAMPLE. Let $(E, \Psi)$ be a Drinfeld A-module of rank $r$ over $S=SpecR$ , where
$R$ is an A-algebra. Assume the action of $t$ is given by
$\psi_{t}(X)=\theta X+a_{1}X^{q}+\cdots+a_{f}X^{q^{r}}$ , $a_{i}\in R,$ $a_{f}\in R^{x}$ ,
with respect to a trivialization $E\simeq G_{a}=SpecR[X]$ . Then for $a\in A-0$ , the
finite t-module $G=Ker(\Psi_{a})$ is furnished with a v-module structure by
$v$ : $\mathcal{E}_{G}arrow \mathcal{E}_{G}^{(q)}$ ,
$X^{q^{:}}\mapsto X^{q^{:-1}}\otimes(\theta^{q^{:}}-\theta)+X^{q^{:}}\otimes a_{1}^{q^{i}}+\cdots+X^{q^{r+i-1}}\otimes a_{f}^{q^{:}}$ .
(Here $X^{q^{i-1}}\otimes(\theta^{q^{i}}-\theta):=0$ if $i=0$ . ) But this v-module structure is $n$ot unique
unless the Frobenius morphism is injective on $\mathcal{E}_{G}^{(q)}$ .
In fact, finite v-modules over $u$mixed characteristic” bases are not so far from
finite t-modules, since we have:
PROPOSITION. Let $(G, \Psi)$ be a finite t-module which is \’etale over the generic
points of S. Then $(G, \Psi)$ has a unique v-module structure $V_{G}$ extending the given
t-module structure; $\Psi_{t}=(\theta+V_{G}oF_{E_{G}})|c$ . If $G$ and $G’$ are two such finite
t-modules, then a morphism $Garrow G$‘ of finite t-modules $p$reserves this v-module
structure. In particular, if $\alpha$ : $Aarrow \mathcal{O}_{S}$ is injective, then the two concepts, a finite
t-module and a finite v-module, are equivalent.
The same is valid for a t-sheaf $(\mathcal{E}, \varphi,\psi_{t})$ such that $\varphi$ : $\mathcal{E}^{(q)}arrow \mathcal{E}$ is injective.
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2. The duality
For an $\mathcal{O}_{S}$ -module $\mathcal{E}$ , put $\mathcal{E}^{*}$ $:=\underline{H}oms(\mathcal{E},\mathcal{O}s)$ . If $(\mathcal{E},\varphi,v)$ is a v-sheaf on $S$ ,
then $\varphi$ and $v$ induce respectively the $\mathcal{O}_{S}$ -module homomorphisms
$\varphi^{*}:$
$\mathcal{E}^{*}arrow \mathcal{E}^{*(q)}$ and $v^{*}:$ $\mathcal{E}^{*(q)}arrow \mathcal{E}^{*}$ .
It is easy to check that $(\mathcal{E}^{*},v^{*},\varphi^{*})$ is a v-sheaf on $S$ .
DEFINITION. We define the dual $(\mathcal{E}, \varphi,v)^{*}$ of a v-sheaf $(\mathcal{E}, \varphi,v)$ to be the v-
sheaf $(\mathcal{E}^{*}, v^{*}, \varphi^{*})$ . If a finite v-module $G$ corresponds to a v-sheaf $(\mathcal{E}, \varphi,v)$ , then
we define its dual $G^{*}$ to be the finite v-module which corresponds to the v-sheaf
$(\mathcal{E}^{*},v^{*},\varphi^{*})$ .
We have clearly the following
PROPOSITION. Let $G$ be a finite v-module.
(i) $G^{*}$ has the same rank as $G$ .
(ii) The correspondence $G\mapsto G^{*}$ is functorial. This functor is exact.
(iii) $G^{**}$ is canonically isomorphic to $G$ .
(iv) $(G\cross sT)^{*}\simeq G^{*}\cross sT$ for any S-scheme $T$ .
The same is true for the duality of v-sheaves.
Our main result is the following
THEOREM. Let $C$ be the Carhtz module over Spec $A$ , and let $G$ be a finite v-
module over $S$ .
(i) The functor
$\underline{Hom}_{v,S}$ : $(S- schemes)arrow$ ( $A$ -modules)
$T\mapsto Hom_{v},\tau(G\cross sT, C\cross s_{pecA}T)$
is represented by (the underlying finite t-module of) $G^{*}$
(ii) There exists an A-bilinear pairing of A-module schemes:
$\Pi$ ; $G\cross sG^{*}arrow C$
such that:
(ii-l) If $G$ ‘ is a finite t-module over $S$ sitting in an A-bilinear pairing $\Pi$ ‘ :
$G\cross sG’arrow C$ , then there exists a unique morphism $M$ : $G’arrow G^{*}$ of finite t-
modules which makes the diagram
$\Pi’$
$Gx_{S}G’arrow C$
$1\cross M\downarrow$ $\Vert$
$G\cross sG^{*}arrow^{\Pi}C$
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commute.
(ii-2) If $\alpha$ : $Aarrow \mathcal{O}_{S}$ is injective and $S$ is integral with function field $K$ , then Il
induces a non-degenerate A-bilinear pairing between the A-modules of geometric
points:
$G(K^{s\epsilon p})\cross G^{*}(K^{s\epsilon p})arrow C(K^{s\epsilon p})$.
If we consider only the t-module structure, we will have the following:
(i) The functor
$\underline{Ho_{\mathfrak{R},s(c,0):}}(S- schemes)arrow$ ( $A$-modules)
$T\mapsto Hom_{\ell},\tau(G\cross sT, C\cross SpecAT)$
is represented by an A-module scheme $\tilde{G}^{*}$ over $S$ .
(ii) If $G$ is \’etale over the generic points of $S$ , then $\tilde{G}^{*}$ is of the form $G^{*}\cup\overline{G}_{0}^{*}$ ,
where $G^{*}$ is (the underlying finite t-module of) the dual finite v-module of $G$
with the unique v-module structure, and $\tilde{G}_{0}^{*}$ is supported on the locus in $S$ where
$G$ is not \’etale. In general, $\tilde{G}_{0}^{*}$ has a positive dimension.
Finally, we mention the Frobenius-Verschiebung relation over a “finite charac-
teristic” base.
PROPOSITION. Let $(G, \Psi, V)$ be a finite v-module over $S$ .
(i) Let $d$ be a positive integer, and $F_{G}^{d}$ : $Garrow G^{(q^{4})}$ the $q^{d}$ -th power Frobenius
morphism. Then $G^{(q^{\ell})}$ (resp. $F_{G}^{d}$ ) is a finite v-module (resp. a morphism of
finite v-modules) if and only if $Im(\alpha)\subset F_{q^{4}}$ .
(ii) Assume $Ker(\alpha : Aarrow \mathcal{O}_{S})=(\mathfrak{p})$ with $\mathfrak{p}\in A$ being a monic prime element of
degree $d$ . Let $V_{G,\mathfrak{p}}$ : $G^{(q^{d})}arrow G$ be the dual morphism of $F_{G^{\wedge},\mathfrak{p}}:=F_{G}^{d}$. : $G^{*}arrow$
$G^{*(q^{4})}$ . Then we have
$\Psi_{\mathfrak{p}}=V_{G,\mathfrak{p}}oF_{G,\mathfrak{p}}$ and $\Psi_{\mathfrak{p}}^{(q^{d})}=F_{G,\mathfrak{p}}oV_{G,\mathfrak{p}}$ .
In particular, we have an exact sequence of finite t-modules
$0arrow Ker(F_{G,\mathfrak{p}})arrow Ker(\Psi_{\mathfrak{p}})arrow Ker(V_{G,\mathfrak{p}})arrow 0$.
3. Comments
(1) Our theory is almost the “Dieudonn\’e theory” for finite t-modules. It might be
possible to develope the theory of universal extensions of abelian t-modules from
our point of view.
(2) The relation between our duality and the dual isogeny of abelian t-modules
remains to be worked out.
(3) I have not considered the case of general $A$ , the ring of elements of a function
field over a finite field which are regular outside a fixed place.
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(4) Does there exist such a duality for “finite $\pi$ -modules”, with target in arbitrary
Lubin-Tate group? To what extent are the coefficients $\mathbb{Q}_{p}(r)$ celestial (or godgiven
$)$ ? That is, in which cases can one replace the coefficients $\mathbb{Q}_{p}(r)$ by other local fields
with other “Lubin-Tate twists“?
(5) Our duality will be used to prove the “Carlitz-Hodge-Tate decomposition“,
which will be reported elsewhere.
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